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Interview

M

ichael Swan is a well-known grammarian and a prolific writer in English
Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics. Out of his many books,
“Practical English Usage” stands out as the reference for grammar for

teachers and college students in Argentina. In this interview, we discover Michael
Swan as a poet.

AEXALEVI Forum

the one hand, there's the grammarian

In Argentina, you are very well-

hunched over his microscope peering

known for your work in the field of

at fossilised bits of language, and on

grammar

Language

the other hand the poet whose eye, as

Teaching, so it came as a surprise to

Shakespeare puts it 'in a fine frenzy

discover that you are a poet as well.

rolling, doth glance from heaven to

You say that “You write and publish

Earth, from Earth to heaven'. In fact, of

poetry,

course, neither linguists nor poets

attempt

and

English

perhaps
to

as a

prove

desperate
that

even

generally fit those stereotypes. And

grammarians have souls”. We would

there's

no

contradiction

between

like to know how you discovered

analysing an aspect of human nature

yourself within the world of poetry.

(language, physiology or whatever) and
engaging in the related behaviour. You
wouldn't be surprised if a researcher in

Michael Swan

physiology used his body to play

The 'desperate attempt to prove that

football or dance, would you?

even grammarians have souls' is just a
joke, of course. But people are often

I've been attracted by poetry since I

surprised to find that somebody who

was very young. I wasn't able to write

works on grammar can also write

much for a long time (though I wanted

poetry. I think it's because they hold

to), because for me poetry is about how

unreal views of the two activities. On

I see myself and the world, and until
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later in life I didn't really have a clear

dislike

view of either of those things. When I

'poetic'. In poetry as in pedagogic

did start getting things clearer I began

writing, I try to get things as clear as

writing a lot, and found it very helpful

possible, both for myself and for the

personally. It was therapeutic for me to

reader (I get irritated by obscurity). So a

bring out some of the strange stuff that

lot of my poetry seems very simple on

was locked in my head, find ways of

the surface; but the simplicity can be

expressing it, and discover that it made

deceptive. A key point for me is that a

sense to other people.

poem needs to say something that
matters

poetry

about

that

the

is

deliberately

shape

of

our

confusing world, and to say it in a new
AEXALEVI Forum
You

have

way, not just paint a pretty picture or

published

several

repeat an everyday sentiment for the

collections of poems. What would

thousandth time. Like most poets today,

you say distinguishes you as a

I generally write 'free verse' (which isn't

poet?

really free at all, of course), but
occasionally

I

write

a

sonnet,

a

villanelle or a sestina just to prove I can
Michael Swan

do the hard stuff if I want to. I

This is hard to answer. I often find

sometimes translate poetry (that really

myself reading a journal like Poetry

is hard), mostly from German

Review and thinking 'If that's poetry,

French. No Spanish yet!

or

then what I write isn't' (and vice versa!).
I don't generally write nature poetry or
other kinds of lyric poetry. I'm more

AEXALEVI Forum

interested in looking at the confusing

We suggest that AEXALEVI Forum

ways in which the world and human

readers visit your website and read

affairs seem to be organised, and trying

your poems. We love “Request to

to make sense of it all. Problems with

the archaeologists”, “Such a clever

communication are a recurrent theme. I

ghost” and “Sardanes”. How do you

rarely

get the inspiration to write poetry

express

personal

feelings

directly; they're usually implied by the

when themes are so varied?

content of the poem, which is often a
kind of story. I frequently use humour,
mostly for quite serious purposes, but

Michael Swan

sometimes just to make people laugh. I

I'd certainly be very happy for your

like to use very ordinary language– I

readers to visit my website: I love
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sharing my poetry. The inspiration

English Usage” is an emblematic

question is another one that's hard to

example of this. In English Language

answer. I don't deliberately look for

Teaching, is it that grammar has

'inspiration' (whatever that is exactly);

changed its central role or that we

certainly I never sit down and try to find

need to change our perspective of

something to write about. The way I

what grammar is and how it works?

experience it is that, from time to time,
poems come along and, so to speak,
ask to be written. When that happens, I

Michael Swan

do my best to express what I feel the

Well, it depends how central the role of

poem wants to say. Often I don't know

grammar is in your teaching situation,

exactly what that is until I've finished

and what your perspective is. My

and look back to see what I've written.

feeling is that too many people are in

And I don't always know what the real

one or other extreme position. Some

trigger for the poem is: it often starts

give grammar a central role and attach

with just a phrase or an image that

far too much importance to correctness

comes into my head. I have no idea at

for its own sake. (See the article 'Seven

all

the

bad reasons for teaching grammar …'

archaeologists' came from, for example,

on my website.) Others think that

though I can see that it relates to the

language

way I think about communication –

'communication',

across the centuries, in this case. I

formal language study is outdated and

guess the themes are varied because I

useless. As with most things, the truth

think about lots of different things, and I

is

don't have preconceptions regarding

middle.

what poetry is supposed to be about.

dangerous: what we call 'grammar' is a

where

'Request

to

teaching

probably
But

is

and

all

about

believe

somewhere

near

generalisations

that

the
are

lot of different things; learners and
teaching

situations

are

also

very

AEXALEVI Forum

different. Some grammar needs to be

We have grown enthusiastic about

mastered for effective communication;

your work as a poet, but many

some doesn't. Some grammar can be

teachers in Argentina would not

picked up just by using language; some

forgive us if we did not ask you at

needs

least one question about grammar.

different for students at different levels,

You

making

and for students with different aims.

grammar accessible to teachers and

What we need to do – and this is

learners and we think that “Practical

difficult – is to decide what grammar,

have

committed to

formal

study.

Priorities

are
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and what level of correctness, our

were mainly taken up with writing and

students really need, and to address

presenting the new Oxford English

those needs as well as we can in the

Grammar Course. I'm still doing a bit of

limited time we have available, without

travelling, though, and would certainly

either taking resources away from other

love to visit Argentina. I'll tell my

important things (vocabulary, skills …)

publishers they need to send me!

or sacrificing high-priority grammar to
those other things.

AEXALEVI Forum
Yes, that would be lovely!

AEXALEVI Forum
What are your current projects? Are

We would like to thank you on behalf

we going to see you in Argentina in

of

the near future?

Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas.

Asociación

Michael Swan

Ex

alumnos

del

Thank you, Michael.

My current project is to relax a bit after
several very hard-working years that

Visit Michael Swan´s website to learn more about his work
and to read his poetry.
Click on the link below.

http://www.mikeswan.co.uk/elt-applied-linguistics/
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Emphasis on
Mg. Myrian Casamassima

I

n order to read this article, you need to answer the questions below. You will find
that they will structure the article and will lead you towards the final remarks. So
take a minute now to go over the questions:
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If your answer to question N° 1 was

What is the result of learning so many

“Yes”, read the following:

nouns? By the end of the course, will
the students be able to use them in

The

way

in

convey

discourse? Perhaps these questions

information about language on the

can help us reorganize what we would

blackboard seems to have a direct

like to teach our students the next time

impact on storage in the long-term

we go about vocabulary. For example,

memory. If we write isolated words on

nouns could be taught in collocations

the blackboard, the students are likely

and we could make a point of including

to remember words in isolation. But if

adjectives, adverbs and verbs in our

we write words in phrases or simple

vocabulary lesson as well. The more

sentences,

we

we

which

provide

we

a

lot

of

help

our

students

remember

information about how words are used

chunks, the easier it should be for them

in relation to other words, which is in

to use language. To recall chunks

fact the way language works as a

would imply not having to decide on

system. So instead of simply writing on

individual words to make a sentence

the blackboard “dog”, we could try

every time we wish to say something.

writing “a dog” or even “a brown dog”.
When the students answer questions,

If your answer to question N° 3 was

we can address their answers in the

“Yes”, read the following:

same way. Instead of simply accepting
“dog” as an answer to the question

Every time we ask our students to

“What is this?” we could aim at “a dog”

underline the

or a “a brown dog”. This would make

understand in a text, we are actually

input and output become consistent

telling them “You have to understand all

with each other.

the words to be able to understand the

words they did not

text”. Comprehension is, however, a
If your answer to question N° 2 was

matter of degree. Every time I read a

“No”, read the following:

text, I am able to process it at a deeper
level and I therefore understand it

When we deal with new vocabulary, we

better or in a new light. My focus as a

all have the tendency to prefer nouns to

reader should be, in any case, on

other kinds of words. It has been found

understanding chunks. We process the

that nouns seem to be the easiest

text in chunks and not on individual

words to learn while adverbs are the

words as we try to make sense out of it.

most

and

We can encourage our students to look

adjectives fall somewhere in between.

at the larger neighbouring context:

difficult

ones.

Verbs
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Which words come before the word I do

“Homework”

adopts

the

feature

not understand? Which words come

“countable” that “tarea” has in Spanish.

after it? Can I spot a phrase? These

“People” adopts the agreement with a

simple questions may help our students

verb in the third person singular that

focus their attention on chunks and

“gente” has in Spanish. And so on. Our

hopefully they will begin to think that

students will translate into Spanish.

this is the way in which language

That we know. But the point is what we

works. So the next time we ask them to

do. Instead of bilingual word lists, we

underline something in a text, we may

could try using other strategies in which

ask them to highlight what they do

we show how vocabulary is used in

understand. That alone could help us

discourse as it is the case with simple

recover the context for all the language

sentences.

that needs to be clarified.
If your answer to question N° 4 was

Final remarks

“Yes”, read the following:

Examination time is about to start. Over
the next few weeks, it may be useful to

Bilingual word lists prompt students to

start introducing some of these ideas so

think that for every word in English

that our students may be equipped with

there is a word in Spanish. These lists

chunks of language for both the written

convey the wrong idea that vocabulary

and the oral exam. Introducing minor

is made up of words in isolation and

changes may render benefits in the

that

short term and gradually we will help

there

is

correspondence

a

between

one-to-one
the

two

our students conceive language as a

languages. Besides, word lists do not

system. But our initial task is to

say how words are used in discourse

reconsider some of our practices and

as they are decontextualized to be put

this is what this article has aimed at.

on a list. It is believed that when
students learn a new word in English by
translating it into Spanish, they apply
the features that that word has in
Spanish to the English word. I am sure
you have heard, more often than not,
things like “a homework” (una tarea) or
“people

is

nice”

(la

gente

es).
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It worked for me

I

n this issue, we have a special article for “It worked for me”. We asked three people
who lived abroad to write about their experience with languages. We were
interested in learning about what worked for them while they got immersed in a

different culture.

Maria Florencia Scholand
She is an English teacher graduated from I.E.S. Lenguas Vivas and a
Literature student from UBA. Last year she spent nine months
working in France as a Spanish language assistant in public schools.

Last year, I set off to France to spend a

environment or our way of living.

school year there working as a teacher

Therefore,

of

Spanish.

language

to

we

organised

a

group

Teaching

your

own

project about our country and its

foreigners

is

real

culture.

a

challenge, and it helped me see foreign
language teaching from a completely

The class was divided into four or five

different perspective. The project I am

groups, and each group chose a topic

going to describe really worked for me,

to research into. After spending some

and I believe it can be carried out in any

weeks working on this research, the

foreign language classroom.

students

made

some posters

and

presented the topics to the rest of the
Living in France made me understand

school.

the deep implications of the bond there
is between language and culture. In the

One group chose sports, another one

Spanish class in France, teachers

chose natural landscapes and animals,

mostly talk about Spain, or Mexico, so I

some girls worked on the different

realised that the students knew almost

typical dances (folklore and tango), a

nothing

couple

about

Argentina,

our

of

boys

found

out

about
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Argentinian cartoonists and the last

comic

group

changed

researched

into

Argentine

cuisine.

strips,
the

where

the

students

lines

and

invented

alternative stories. There was also a
board

with

amazing
of

pictures

penguins,

and

This was a highly motivating task: the

descriptions

whales,

students got to choose the topics they

pumas, yacarés and other animals from

liked the most, and the outcome was

our country, which are exotic species to

tangible and really varied. If you ask

the European mind. Finally, the real

me, the key was not to give them any

icing on the cake: the students who had

specific, preset instructions as to how

researched into our cuisine found the

they should present their topic. Each

recipe of panqueques de dulce de

group of students adapted the task to

leche and even prepared some for us!

their skills and interests, and I helped

The whole class got to try the best

them carry it out in their own personal

tasting dulce de leche. Is there a better

way. There were some lovely Mafalda

way of learning about culture?

José María Pollari
Joe is an English teacher at Leader Institute run by María Antonieta
Castagna. He has been a member of the Teachers´ Centre Forum
since 2009. He has travelled the world as a professional musician
and composer.

My personal experience in Southeast

impossible to be part of the scene

Asia: English was my asset, my "angle".

without the English language, no matter

I don't know what I would do or be

where. English is the bridge among

without it. The rest of the crew -fifteen

cultures. It makes a difference. Spanish

members

and

won't go, not in Asia. Gestures is the

dancers- were always begging for a line

only way. For instance, once a shop

to

was closed, but the shop next door was

among

communicate

musicians
or

start

a

conversation. I always tried to contact

open.

The

Chinese

wouldn't

people who knew at least a bit of

understand, so I pointed at my watch

English; most educated people do. It is

and made a questioning gesture with
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both hands.

The man pointed to

of "no way, no way". About the

number 5 and I nodded meaning "I

Philippines, it's an urban legend that

understand, thank you". When you want

they speak Spanish. I came across

to buy something, they take their

nobody in Manila, Davao or Cebu city

calculator and show you the price, if

(that's

you shake your head, they lower the

and center) who knew a word. I must

price until you agree. Of course they

say that speaking English was definitely

have a limit and if you don't agree they

what worked for me in Asia.

north,

far

south

just gesture "no" with their hands, kind

Solange Altarac

Solange is an Australian young lady of Argentine parents living in
Melbourne and working in the Government Sector as a Health
Information Manager for the Victorian Department of Health. She
has travelled the world and has projects to continue travelling to
exotic destinations.

As a young woman of European

language of our parents without ever

heritage, I grew up in a family with

giving it a second thought. Speaking a

parents who spoke English as a second

language

language.

second nature to all of us.

Having been born and

other

than

English

was

raised in Australia, I was fortunate to
have learnt English, Italian and French

Over time, I have grown to be a person

at school, Spanish at home with my

who loves to travel independently and

parents, and Chinese (Mandarin) and

familiarise myself with the culture of the

Spanish at University level.

countries I am visiting. As I travelled
the world, I would often carry a small

I have always lived in Melbourne, a

dictionary in my bag to search for words

quintessential multicultural city.

You

I wasn’t quite familiar with. This often

will hear languages spoken from all

became cumbersome, so I scoured the

corners of the globe no matter where

internet in hope of a better method to

you find yourself. In the school yard,

quickly pick up the “essentials”.

we often taught each other words in the
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One of the best resources I have found

beginning of each lesson. Should you

so far is “Duolingo” (www.duolingo.com

answer incorrectly, you lose a heart.

and also via an ‘app’ available on

Answering four questions incorrectly

Google Play/iTunes).

results in repeating the lesson.

The best thing

about this web-based program is that it
is 100% free, so it didn’t hurt to give it a

At the moment, I am working on

go.

strengthening my Spanish skills. One
of the methods Duolingo utilises (which

Duolingo

has

invaluable

proven

tool

complement

to

to

learn,

and

be

an

practise,

capacity

to

understand

how

the

my

language they are learning can be

knowledge of various languages. As a

translated both ways (foreign language

native English speaker, the languages

to

available

to

example, the lesson may begin with a

French,

Italian,

German.

Skill

me

maintain

I quite like) is to give the student the

include

Spanish,

Portuguese

English

and

vice

versa).

For

and

phrase in Spanish with the student

from

asked to translate this phrase to

“Beginner” all the way through to

English. Then, in the same lesson, it

“Advanced”.

Users are tested both

will reverse this request by providing a

verbally and in written form on a variety

different phrase in English for the

of topics such as “Phrases”, “Food”,

student to translate the text from

“Verbs”,

English to Spanish.

levels

range

“Medical”,

“Business”,

“Possessives” and so forth.

I find the activities are a lot of fun and
highly addictive, which unconsciously
encourages me to continue reinforcing
my language skills with each level that I
master.

I enjoy it so much, learning

feels like a secondary outcome!
The objective of each lesson is to
answer as many questions correctly as
possible, hence not losing all your
‘hearts’ (or lives). You are given three
of the aforementioned hearts at the

Thank you, María Florencia, Solange
and Joe.
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Hampstead School of English

Prof. Mariela Pauluzzi, winner of the Hampstead
School of English raffle, writes about her trip to
London.

I

n February 1995 I made my first trip

between the professional development

to London. I visited the city I had

day and the going back home. Many

read about in books, texts and

teachers received books of all kinds

poems for years and years. I made that

and we were all happy and satisfied

trip with a dear friend. After that, my

with the day we had had. The last slip

career in English Language Teaching

of paper was taken from the box and

started.

the winner of the most important prize
of the day was to be announced.

Eighteen years, a marriage and three
sons later, I went back to London.

The prize: A two-week course at
Hampstead School of English, London.

It was not in my plans. It was not even

The winner: Mariela Pauluzzi!

in my dreams. But sometimes things

me!

That’s

happen when you do not expect them.
This was the case.

I couldn’t believe my ears, my eyes or
any of my senses (including the sixth)

In April 2012 I attended an event that I

This couldn’t be happening. I had to be

look

The

dreaming… Then I heard Liliana Luna

AEXALEVI Day. It had been a most

talking about my years teaching at La

enriching day. One full of fun, energy

Asociación and my years as a member

and

teacher. This WAS really happening. I

forward

to

every

refreshing ideas.

year:

The

closing

activity (raffles!) was the only thing

was going to London again!
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A dear friend gave me the prize, the

was one of the things I will tell my

same friend I had travelled to London

grandchildren about. A really great

with years ago: Diana Ogando.

experience!

The

circles and cycles of life are surprising,
fascinating, unbelievable.

Thank you Asociación!

In March 2013 I flew to London and had
two wonderful weeks of learning. I
walked around the streets of this
fascinating city once more and revisited
places.

I

also

discovered

new

attractions and corners of London.

Every morning I attended classes with
students from all

over the world,

exchanging ideas, experiences and
anecdotes. I became a learner once
again in the wonderful context of
Hampstead School of English. My
teachers

were

highly

committed

professionals who created an enriching
atmosphere of interchange and sharing.
The hours of the course flew and right
after it, on a daily basis, I took the tube
towards downtown London to walk and
walk and walk.
In many ways I am the same person of
1995 but in many others I am not.
Going back to London with my old and
my new me was a trip of rediscovery.
Travelling always means discovery, and
travelling with new older eyes helped
me discover a new city, one I had never
been to: London 2013 seen by Mariela
2013. Who said old times are always
better? The experience of London 2013

Thank you, Mariela
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Stories from the Heart
Prof. Elida Ramos de Pozzi
Elida is an enthusiastic teacher who participates
actively in the Teachers´ Centre Forum. She runs
her own School of English and she has been a
Member Teacher at La Asociación for many years.

My story is a tribute to Steve Jobs (1955/2011)

Steve Jobs´ commencement speech to Stanford in 2005. It is one of the greatest
reflections on life I´ve ever heard. He describes in a very simple way three stories: The
first story is about connecting the dots. His second story is about love and loss and his
third story is about death.

This is my Story from the Heart:

I

t was late afternoon when she

was. She had had to develop the ability

stepped off the underground and

to look confident because it was the

made

quickly out of

most vital thing in her profession: A

Pueyrredón Station. As ever in March it

teacher of English. Unfortunately all her

was damp, cold and windy, with low

worst nightmares had become true: she

clouds racing across the darkening sky.

was diagnosed with breast cancer.

her

way

There was a huge knot in her stomach
although people thought she was very

Needless to say, using the third person

confident. In fact, the calmer she

is an easier way to describe the most

looked, the more terrified she really

difficult

challenge

encountered.

I´ve

“Because

ever
almost

everything - personal ambitions, all
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external

expectations,

pride-

the younger ones, passed their final

these things just fall away in the face

exams with very good marks. At this

of death.” But there was no time for

stage, having finished the hardest part

tears, fears or complaints; there were

of the chemotherapy, I imagined that

thirty-two

a

this talented, resourceful, patient, level-

teacher. There was no chance to find a

headed and easy-going daughter of

substitute teacher available at the

mine, had visualized her vocation as a

beginning of the school year. I had the

teacher.

students

who

all

needed

sensation that “life had hit me in the
head with a brick” but my daughter

Nevertheless, she had something fairly

gave me the answer I had been

disappointing to tell me : she had

frantically trying to find. She offered to

decided to begin studying Architecture

replace me whenever it was necessary.

in the UBA.

As Steve Jobs said in his priceless

To be honest, I was not delighted at

commencement speech to Stanford in

first, mainly because I thought she had

2005 :”Death is very likely the single

all the ingredients required for an

best invention of Life. It is Life´s

excellent teacher, but of course I

change agent. It clears out the old to

agreed and supported her decision.

make way for the new. Right now the
New is you, but someday not too

Following Steve Jobs´s advice she

long from now, you will gradually

“replaced the heaviness of being

become the old and be cleared away.

successful by the lightness of being

Sorry to be so dramatic, but it is

a beginner again, less sure about

quite true.” My daughter had been one

everything.” This choice freed him to

of my best students but she had not

enter one of the most creative periods

been trained as a teacher.

of this incredible man´s life and surely it
freed her as well.

Again quoting S. Jobs she had “the
courage to follow her heart and

And again she achieved her aim.

intuition”. She was not “trapped by

Nowadays she has to sit for four final

dogma, which is living with the

exams to get the expected degree.

results of other people´s thinking”
She” didn´t let the noise of others´

Amazingly, at the moment she is

opinion drown out her own inner

working as a lecturer at the UTN

voice”. And she did it really well. She

(Universidad

was successful. All her students, even

teaching AUTOCAD for engineers and

Tecnológica

Nacional),
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architects as well, and last summer she

hungry. Stay foolish”. It was their

was in a tutorial team with a group of

farewell message as they signed off.

postgraduates from the University of

And Steve Jobs had always wished that

California, Los Angeles (UCLA), who

for himself. And he wished that for the

were taking part in an international

graduates. And now I wish that for

project with Facultad de Arquitectura,

myself and for you.”Stay Hungry. Stay

Diseño y Urbanismo (FADU UBA).

foolish”.

Had she not had that experience as a

Thank you, Florencia Insua / Myrian

teacher of English, she would never

Casamassima for giving me the chance

have accepted such responsibilities. In

of sharing “my own story from the

fact, “you can´t connect the dots

Heart”.

looking

forward;

you

can

only

connect them looking backwards”
S.Jobs remarked, so “you have to
trust that the dots will somehow
connect in the future and you have
to trust in something- your guts,
destiny, life, karma, whatever”- This
approach has never let him down and it
has made all the difference in his life.
Steve Jobs finished his unforgettable
speech stating that when he was
young,

there

was

an

amazing

publication called THE WHOLE EARTH
CATALOG, which was one of the bibles
of his generation. It was created by a
fellow

named

Stewart

Brand.

According to him, it was sort of like
“Google” in paperback form, 35 years
before Google came along: it was
idealistic, and overflowing with neat
tools and great notions. On the back
cover of

their final issue was

a

photograph of an early morning country
road. Beneath it were the words: “Stay

Thank you, Elida.
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Thanks for having joined us at
The Teachers’ Centre FORUM at La Asociación

“Six Thinking Hats” (May) We worked on Edward de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats
as a strategy to develop speaking skills.

“On How Thinking Shapes Speaking” (June) We presented original and
effective techniques to improve students’ performance in AEXALEVI oral
exams, two based on Ron Ritchhart´s work and three techniques that we have
created.

“Understanding by Reconstruction” (August) We discussed different ways to
help students understand texts at different levels of comprehension.

“Rock your Writing this year” (September) We presented and experienced
creative ideas to help students improve their writing skills by avoiding time
consuming pre-writing activities and developing effective instant writing
techniques.

“Cell Phones from inside the classroom” (October) We shared with you a variety
of tasks and ideas to use cell phones in class (both with off line features and
Internet connection) to improve students’ engagement and digital literacy.

We look forward to seeing you next year in our
Teachers’ Centre Forum meetings
Mg.Myrian Casamassima & Prof. Florencia Insua
Teachers’ Centre 2013

